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The last 12 months have
been a period of
tremendous growth for
handball at all levels. The
proﬁle we received after the
London Olympics has been
translated into an increase
in participation across the
country. In order to capture
this potential we need to
train and deploy a
workforce of quality
coaches and leaders as well
as work with our member
clubs to provide places for
people to play.
The aim of Pass it on! is to
oﬀer advice, guidance and
support for anyone involved
in handball – you are all
part of a highly valued
community and we want to
work closely with you. This
is your magazine and we
would love to hear your
thoughts and ideas of items
that you’d like to see
covered in future issues.
You can contact us via the
social media links below or
by emailing our editor Anna
(agutridge@coachwise.
ltd.uk).
We hope you enjoy the
magazine and thank you for
your continued support of
handball.
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started to play handball at
school when GB men’s head
coach Bill Baillie introduced
me to handball as a one oﬀ
lesson in my PE class.

I was in year eight at the time and I
loved the session so joined his club
at the time (Haslingden Handball)
which very luckily was only ten
minutes from my house. The next
closest club was Chester!
Being a part of any big event or
competition is an unbelievable
experience but a home Olympics is
very special.
It was overwhelming to begin with,
which is why we entered the village
a week before competing. Staying
focused on the matches ahead
rather than all the huge sports
stars walking around with you was
extremely important.
Being very passionate about my
small sport the Olympics was a
fantastic chance for us to spread
the word and handball bug!

Playing in front of 8,000 noisy
spectators when you are used to
being asked if you play volleyball
was very humbling and made me
feel extremely proud.
Handball is a very inclusive sport
and doesn’t require much
equipment, which means it is
fantastic for children and schools.
There is nothing more rewarding
than seeing 30 children going wild
playing handball.

“

Pre Olympic Games I would
ask a class how many of
them had seen handball. One
person would put their hand
up. Now nearly everybody
will raise their hands.

”

The Olympics was fantastic for our
sport and there is a lot of hard work
to be done to capitalise on this
especially at grass roots level.
Investment in handball will make
sure that in 10 years time we could
be winning gold medals which is
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my next challenge and ambition!
Our GB head coach Jesper Holmris
used to represent Denmark in my
position. He used to join in and
spend lots of time teaching me
new tricks most that I could never
do! But the fact that he invested
that time with me motivated me
and gave me all the conﬁdence
I needed.
But on the other hand one coach
has told me that I have too much
energy and I needed to cool it.
People should join their local clubs,
and learn as much about the game
as they can by watching it at a high
level on the internet.
The England Handball Association
have also worked very hard to
create manageable and easy
courses for handball beginners.
There are more and more of them
cropping up all over the country.
If participants and coaches get on
those and spread the word then
the handball craze will spread like
wild ﬁre!
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HOLLY’S ACHIEVEMENTS
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Why I

Handball

• Handball is end to end stuﬀ. Very fast
and involves moves that you don’t see in
other sports such as jump shots.
• It’s a fantastic social activity.
• Handball is an inclusive sport, everyone
gets involved.
• Being involved in any sport obviously
keeps you ﬁt and healthy.

• Handball has allowed me to travel all over Europe
including Rome and Barcelona.
• I have had the opportunity to live and play
professionally in Norway and Denmark.
• The contact and aggressiveness of the sport makes
in very exciting.
• It opens up many doors to coaching
• I can eat chocolate more than the average person!
• Inspiring the younger generation makes it very
rewarding especially oﬀ the back oﬀ an Olympics.

All photos © England Handball
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‘I

‘m not
a deaf
musician, I’m a
musician who happens to be
deaf.’ A quote from worldrenowned percussionist Dame Evelyn
Glennie, who wrote an essay 20 years
ago in which she admitted that ‘if the
audience is only wondering how a
deaf musician can play percussion,
then I have failed as a musician.’
There are parallels in all walks of life,
and for deaf coaches across all sports,
the issue is no diﬀerent. Change the
word ‘musician’ for ‘coach’, and
Glennie’s quote still stands for many.
Memnos Costi is a UEFA ‘B’ licensed
football coach. He also just happens to
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be
deaf. His is
an impressive
pedigree that includes
coaching St John’s Deaf FC for the
past 15 years, during which they have
won the British Deaf Cup seven times
and the Deaf Champions League seven
times in a row. In addition, he coached
the British women’s team before the
Deaﬂympics, as well as Cyprus’ deaf
football team.
There have undoubtedly been barriers
along the way. He likes to say: ‘In the
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deaf
world, there
are no barriers, I am
free to ﬂy’, before adding of
his ongoing coaching progress: ‘In a
hearing world, it’s much harder.’
He says: ‘There are no real
opportunities for a deaf coach.
Professional and semi-professional
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skills as a coach, as it makes it inclusive
to deaf people,’ she adds. ‘Even when,
for example, I am oral in my coaching
approach, if the coach is simply
deaf-aware, it makes it so much easier
to partake.’
Costi’s viewpoint is diﬀerent. On the
same subject, he says: ‘It’s how you
coach a team as a whole that makes
you an eﬀective coach – building on
your mistakes, watching and learning
from others, working with players and
building them up.
‘To coach a deaf team in sign language
is like coaching a hearing team by
talking to them. However, as you get
further up the coaching levels, more
and more of the coaching is about
demonstration, which means a deaf
coach is merely a good coach.’

?
DID YOU KNOW
D

There are around 125,000 deaf
adults in the UK who use British
Sign Language (BSL) plus an
estimated 20,000 children.

The key
“ principle
to

good coaching
remains
the same –
communication.

”

The NDCS, which has worked
extensively with The Football
Association (FA) among others to
develop its own workshop for coaching
deaf footballers, has done research on
the communication methods used by
deaf children.
Tom Lyons, NDCS’ Me2 sports and
leisure oﬃcer, explains: ‘At the events,
the percentage of children and young
people using British Sign Language
(BSL) is around 20 percent.’
Irrespective of your hearing ability, the
key principle to good coaching remains
the same – communication.
As Microsoft founder Bill Gates once
said: ‘I’m a great believer that any tool
that enhances communication has
profound eﬀects in terms of how
people can learn from each other and
how they can achieve the kind of
freedoms they’re interested in.’

NEXT STEPS
For more information about
the workshop visit:
www.sportscoachuk.org/
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coach
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is hearing
coaching of h
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oachuk.org /
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brianward
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clubs do not trust me or have faith that
I can deliver, even with an interpreter.
But, again, coaching via an interpreter
is coaching through a third party – it is
not eﬀective enough.
‘Football is all about communication,
and hearing teams/players know this.
They need to hear information. I
demonstrate visually – you will see my
information. For many players, 80
percent is communication and only 20
percent is skill.’
But things have been implemented to
change the attitude towards deafness
in sport, whether it is a coach or
athlete with the hearing impairment.
Among the initiatives is sports coach
UK’s ‘Eﬀective Communication:
Coaching Deaf People in Sport’
workshop, developed in association
with UK Deaf Sport and the National
Deaf Children’s Society (NDCS), aimed
at coaches who want to understand
more about coaching deaf people, but
also coaches who are just looking to
develop their non-verbal
communication skills.
Taking part in the three-hour
workshop, that he now leads, Costi
revelled in the feedback he was able to
give on what has previously been an
overlooked aspect of coaching.
Another attendee was Laura
Copplestone, a Multi-sports coach to
children aged four to 18 with an array of
disabilities, who was part of the ﬁrst
session in Leeds. She highlighted it
being ‘really useful to hear everyone’s
ideas for incorporating deaf youngsters
into their current sports clubs’.
‘It can be diﬃcult for me to hear what
the children are saying, especially if
they have a speech impediment,’ she
says, ‘and if they all start talking at the
same time. But I sit them down in a
semi-circle and explain one at a time
and make them face me when
speaking. That seems to do the trick.’
Coaches with hearing impairments, in
Copplestone’s eyes, can beneﬁt from
the more alternative nature of her
coaching when compared with the
traditional approaches.
‘Non-verbal communication can help
develop your overall communication
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TALKS

he London 2012 Olympic and
Paralympic Games’ promise to
‘inspire a generation’ has
thrown school sport into focus.
In March, the government announced
that £150m was to be ring-fenced to
improve physical education (PE) in
primary schools, from where the next
generation of British Olympians and
Paralympians will hopefully emerge.
All English primary schools with over
17 pupils will receive £8,000 a year
plus £5 per pupil for the next two years
to spend on PE. Each head teacher will
have complete autonomy in deciding
exactly how it is spent.
The funding is welcome, but it is ﬁnite.
Learning the lessons from previous PE
and schools funding, thorough
assessment is vital if high-quality PE
and competitive sport participation is
to be created.
As Baroness Sue Campbell CBE,
former chair of UK Sport, said: ‘If you
leave it to 18,000 head teachers to
decide how to spend this money, I
think some will make great choices,
and many might not.
‘Each head teacher must thoroughly
assess their school’s needs. Coaches
and governing bodies of sport, in turn,
need to tailor their expertise to those
needs and deliver something
sustainable.’
Michael Crichton, learning and
improvement adviser for PE and
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school sport in Suﬀolk, stresses the
importance of coaches working
alongside teachers and ideally
becoming embedded in the school
framework: ‘The perfect scenario is
that the relationship between the
school and the coach is progressive.
‘The problem comes when schools
bring in coaches who just make
ﬂeeting visits.
There’s no structure, progression of
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getting feedback from the children.’
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Crichton insists that the coach’s initial £
training of a teacher should be just the £
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ﬁrst part of a package oﬀered to
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schools.
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Ideally, the coach should thereafter

A continuous
relationship
between coach
and school
staff is the
ideal model.

“

”

work alongside school staﬀ in

nurturing and monitoring pupils’
development, linking activities with
other areas of the curriculum, such as
science, literacy and numeracy, and
providing extra-curricular sessions
and links with local clubs.
Jan Hickman, PE adviser for the
London Borough of Enﬁeld, agrees that
a continuous relationship between
coach and school staﬀ is the ideal
model.
‘I’ve been waiting 30 years for this
funding,’ she says eagerly. ‘It is up to
all parties to forge these relationships
on an individual basis. In many cases,
they begin through getting involved
with governing body initiatives.
‘Even if governing body coaches
cannot commit to becoming quasimembers of school staﬀ, there are a
host of schemes available that enrich
schools’ curricular and extracurricular PE provision and a wider
focus on enhancing pupils’ life skills.’
Handball is a sport perfectly suited to
teaching fundamental sport skills –
run, jump, catch and throw – to
primary age children. Because it’s very
much an emerging sport, it’s also a
great leveller; no child starts as ‘the
best’ in the class, nor indeed ‘the
worst’.
Without an established club
infrastructure, England Handball has
worked very hard to grow its sport
through schools. It has a very strong
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teacher training pathway, which
begins with two courses tailored
speciﬁcally for the PE profession.
‘Our entire philosophy is around
workforce development within the
schools, upskilling teachers and the
existing staﬀ,’ says Liam McCarthy,
coaching and leadership development
oﬃcer.
Director of performance Mick Hegarty
adds: ‘We want to upskill teachers to
teach the game progressively, to get it
embedded in schools and underpin
the PE curriculum. We want to use it as
an educational tool, not a ﬂy-by-night
fad that thrives when there’s a coach
there, then disappears.’
The Football Association’s (FA) Tesco
Skills programme is the ﬁrst governing
body of sport scheme to be endorsed
by the association for Physical
Education (afPE).
Coaches visit primary schools weekly
for at least half a term, delivering
lessons alongside teachers and
providing one-on-one bespoke
support depending on areas in which
the teacher may lack conﬁdence or
experience.
Project manager Martin Preston says:
‘Football is just a vehicle. Our coaches
have had a huge amount of training in
curriculum delivery, invasion games,
physical literacy and behaviour
management. It’s high quality, very
credible and free of charge.
‘Feedback tells us we leave teachers in
a much better place. They’re feeling
happier they can deliver PE lessons
that are fun and engaging and deliver
outcomes in relation to the
curriculum.’
The Cricket Foundation’s Chance to
Shine project aims to develop pupils’
personal skills and values. There are
many heart-warming case studies on
its website, showing the inspiring
eﬀect it has had on children’s
behaviour and focus in the classroom.
Chance to Shine oﬀers diﬀerent levels
of training depending on each
teacher’s needs. More importantly,
because the scheme is delivered by
aﬃliated local clubs and their
coaches, each school gets a
personalised, long-term commitment,

OW?
DO YOU KNgone
through
1800 teachers have
our courses; 5000 coaches are
Level 1 and 3000 young people
are handball leaders.

weekly contact time and leaves a high
and lasting impact on pupils.
‘One of the criticisms (of cricket) was
that pupils often felt left out, stuck on
the boundary or waiting to bat. We
deliver the sport through loads of
innovative games that get them all

TOP TIPS

For the coach:
The most valuable support for
primary schools is coaching that’s
delivered alongside teachers,
lending them your experience
and skills. You will learn plenty in
return too.
Link your lessons as closely as
possible to the curriculum and
relate learning to other subject
areas.
There should be a sense of
progression in your relationship
with the school and, ideally, longterm commitment.

involved,’ says spokesman Fabian
Devlin. Successful delivery of PE has a
galvanising ripple eﬀect into all other
areas of school. It triggers sports
participation and helps deliver that
much-discussed legacy. Prudent use
of this funding now is vital to achieving
those outcomes.

For the head teacher:
Audit your staﬀ and pupils’
needs thoroughly before
making any spending decisions.
The ultimate goal is to leave an
enduring legacy of improved PE
provision. Ask yourself: ‘Will the
beneﬁts of this last longer than
the funding that sustains it?’
Seek out local coaches or
organisations whose help is
more likely to ﬂourish into an
enduring, symbiotic
relationship.
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It’s a great opportunity to deploy
young leaders in supporting and
managing an event.

ith the new academic
year upon us, it’s time to
start thinking about the
England Handball
National Schools’
Championship once again!
The Championship has boys and
girls’ competitions at year eight and
year ten and it is the largest handball
tournament in England. Last year
saw over 220 entries, with teams
from Tyneside to Somerset taking
part.
Starting with local rounds in spring,
winning teams progress to a regional
stage with the chance of a place in
the National Final at the end of June.
The 2012-13 Championship was the
largest to date, with entrants up 40
percent oﬀ the back of the Olympics.
England Handball is anticipating
similar growth in the coming school
year and are keen to make the point
that there is a place for everybody in
the tournament.
John Thomason from England
Handball said; ‘With the growth in
awareness and popularity of
handball since the Olympics, there
are more schools than ever playing
the game. We want to ensure that
there is a route for all of them into
our ﬂagship national competition.

”

‘We’re keen to promote more
localised competition in the early
stages, minimising travel
commitments for teachers, parents
supporters and pupils.
‘Clusters of schools can take
ownership of the competition at this
level it’s a great opportunity to
deploy young leaders in supporting
and managing an event.’
England Handball also has a kit oﬀer
speciﬁcally designed with the
competition in mind –
#TheBoxThatRocks. Taking it’s name
from the atmospheric ‘Copperbox’
Handball Arena at Olympic Park, it’s
literally handball in a box –
everything that your school needs to
play and compete at secondary level
from balls to coaching resources. It
even includes access to coaching
awards for the students.
With that in mind, and to support PE
and sport teachers, England
Handball has recently relaunched a
number of courses. The popular
Handball Leader Award has gone
through a rewrite to make it more
relevant to competition and the
Youth Sport Trust School Games. It’s
this course that is ideal for educating
students to organise and oﬃciate at
a local level. The Leader Award is
also supported by two awards for

qualiﬁed teachers Introduction to
Teaching Handball, which provides a
great introduction to the game, and
acts as a pre-requisite to the new
QTS Coach Award ideal for teachers
that want to take their handball
aspirations to the next level.
The National Schools’ Competition
opens for registration from
September, with the entry fee
remaining at just £20 per school. It’s
a simple online process to sign-up,
with the local rounds taking place
during the spring term, working
towards the National Finals at the
end of June.
• To ﬁnd out more and sign-up to the
2013–14 National Schools
Championship visit –
www.englandhandball.com. Boys
and girls at year eight and year ten
can compete.
• #TheBoxThatRocks for secondary
schools is £165 including balls and
session plans ideal for teaching
the sport and working toward
entering the championship.
• Handball Leaders Award courses
are just £400 per course for up to
25 students aged 14 years and over.
• The Introduction to Teaching
Handball is just £250 per course for
up to 25 teachers.
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